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Grant Davis

With just over a week away

now from the start of the

London Olympics there is still

mounting confusion to what

access we taxi drivers have

been granted for the games.

For the last eighteen months

the United Trade Group have

held regular workshop meetings

with TFL / LOCOG / ODA /  and

the main objectives for us

attending was for us to integrate

the worlds best taxi service into

making the Olympics a real

success. As you all know the

main bone of contention is the

“Games Lanes” and our

exclusion from them.

When the Olympics were

awarded to London several

years ago both Tony Blair and

Ken Livingstone signed up to the

agreement allowing the IOC to

call the shots and demand a

designated Olympic Road

Network. Originally these were in

excess of some 271 km but in

fairness to the current Mayor this

was reduced to 109km.

At a meeting I attended two

weeks ago at City Hall the Mayor

informed me that even up to this

late stage, they still have no real

figures regarding lane usage and

he will have a team monitoring

them so if the volume of traffic

falls to a certain level then he will

allow taxis to enter the Olympic

lanes.

To be perfectly honest I think

the biggest problem we face is

that will there be enough people

in town for us to work!

Londoners for the last six

months have been told to keep

away during the games, take a

holiday, work from home and

only come into London when

“essential”. There is not a shred

of evidence from the

Government that the Capital will

see a extra million visitors during

August, in fact tourist block

bookings are down by 90% and

hotels are down by a staggering

30% !

On page 5 you can see the

latest press release from TFL

trying to inform the trade 

Editorial
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This is the shocking moment

an impatient mini cab driver

pulled a three point turn in the

middle of the Rotherhithe

tunnel.
Stunned drivers shouted and

honked their horns at the mad-

capped manoeuvre, according to

witnesses.

Steven Hall, a licenced black cab

driver for fifteen years, was sat in

traffic behind the Addison Lee Ford

Galaxy at around 7.30pm on

Monday.

“The tunnel seemed to be running

well, especially for that time of the

evening, when the car in front

slowed up.

“I was shocked by what I saw

next� An Addison Lee mini cab

had decided to attempt a three point

turn in the tunnel.

“I've seen some immature and

amateur driving in my time, but this

was crazy. Not to mention

dangerous and possible life

threatening too."

A spokesperson for Addison Lee

said: “All drivers undergo thorough

training including ROSPA (Royal

Society of Prevention of Accidents)

risk assessments, ensuring that the

highest level of professional

competence and service is

constantly maintained. 

“Any examples of dangerous

driving are taken very seriously and

all complaints against drivers are

followed up internally."

costs in defending this claim.”

judicial review in high court

Just as well Addison Lee 
didn’t get the bus lanes

Addison Lee driver does U-Turn in Blackwall Tunnel

High Court rejects Addison

Lee’s call for minicabs to use

bus lanes
• Judicial Review dismissed as

court finds in TfL’s favour

• Court orders Addison Lee to

pay TfL’s costs of defending claim

The High Court today

(Wednesday 11 July) dismissed

Addison Lee’s claim for judicial

review of the policy allowing black

cabs, but not minicabs, to use the

capital’s bus lanes. 

Mr Justice Burton described the

reasoning behind TfL’s policy as

“obvious and compelling”. 

TfL explained to the court that

taxis are allowed to drive in bus

lanes because they can ply for

hire, whereas minicabs cannot. It

would be more difficult to hail a

taxi, especially on a busy road, if

the vehicle concerned was not

near to the kerb.

Mr Justice Burton agreed, noting

in his judgment: “There is to my

mind a clear distinction between

the need of black cabs (and their

passengers and the public) for

them to be in the bus lanes, by

way of visibility and availability of,

and access to, black cabs for

those hailing a cruising taxi”. He

went on to note: “I consider it

makes entire good sense for black

cabs to be travelling in bus lanes.

Minicabs just do not have the

need to use the bus lane, and

black cabs do”.

Mr Justice Burton said he was

“wholly unpersuaded” by Addison

Lee’s claim that TfL’s bus lane

policy affected the freedom of EU

nationals to establish themselves

as minicab drivers and concluded

that “this has simply been the

attempt to mount a challenge to a

London traffic regulation by turning

it into a “Euro-point”.”

Leon Daniels, TfL’s Managing

Director of Surface Transport, said:

“We are pleased that the court has

recognised the important

distinction between taxis and

minicabs and the services they

provide. Taxis will continue to use

the capital’s bus lanes, enabling

them to provide the unique and

wheelchair accessible service so

valued by many passengers.

“Londoners will doubtless also be

pleased to know that the court has

ordered Addison Lee to meet TfL’s

costs in defending this claim.”
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Olympic driver goes the wrong way
down Great Portland Street

On Monday we saw the

first wave of athletes and

officials arriving at

Heathrow Airport.

The American Athletic

Team had an unscheduled

sight seeing tour of London

as the volunteer driver was

apparently unable to work

the SAT NAV.

The journey that should

have took 45min took the

American Athletic Team 4

hours!

The 16,000 square metre

former shopping centre in

Wapping is being used by

troops from the Army, Royal

Navy and Royal Air Force as

accommodation during the

Games.

Last week Defence Secretary

Philip Hammond said: “Since last

week’s uplift in the military

contribution we have been

working hard to ensure that our

Armed Forces are

accommodated appropriately and

as comfortably as possible with

access to sufficient rest and

recreational facilities.

“I am confident that the Tobacco

Dock will allow us to do that and

our priority over the coming days

is to ensure that happens as

quickly as possible.”

Two Olympic security guards have been
nicked as suspected illegal immigrants. 

Olympic “fun” and 
games already started

Olympic Staffing: Members Of Armed Services 
Forced To Sleep On Chairs At Tobacco Dock 

One was due to be a

supervisor for G4S

throughout the Games. 
The Pakistani pair, aged 21 and

24, were in custody last night.

They have been working for

several weeks at Coventry’s

Ricoh Stadium — one of the

2012 football venues. 

A source said last night: “It is

highly embarrassing.” 

Police and UK Border Agency

officials pounced on the 21-year-

old due to be a supervisor as he

arrived for work. His older

colleague was arrested later.

Both are being held on suspicion

of being illegal immigrants. 

As every cab driver knows in

London, when plans were

revealed for BMW to run a

fleet of some 5,000 vehicles

for the Olympics that they

would be driven by volunteer

drivers.

Most of these volunteers have

never driven in London before

and are probably relying on a

SAT NAV to get themselves

and their passengers around

the capital during the

Olympics. The picture on the

left shows one of these BMW

Olympic vehicles driving down

Great Portland Street the

wrong way!

We have to ask, did he have

his SAT NAV upside down?

45-minute bus trip turns into 
four-hour fiasco for Olympic athletes 
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The London 2012 Olympic and

Paralympic Games will present

great opportunities for taxi

drivers and private hire drivers

and operators. These regular

e-bulletins are designed to

help you prepare for the

summer and make sure the

Games work for you.  

Follow the links provided for more

information on the individual stories.

Latest news 

Twitter updates  

During the Games we’ll be using

the TPH Twitter account to issue

updates so make sure you are

following us. To follow us on Twitter

click here.  

Royal Artillery Barracks 
The Royal Artillery Barracks will

host both Olympic and Paralympic

events and to facilitate these there

will be some road closures in place

around the Royal Artillery Barracks:

• From 7 July until 19 September

Ha Ha Road will be closed 

• From 16 July until 6 August

and from 22 August until 6

September Repository Road will be

closed between 06:00 and 20:00

Games Handbook
Copies of the Games handbook

are being posted to all London

licensed taxi drivers and private hire

operators and this is also available

online here. We are aware that

some taxi drivers have still not

received their copy of the handbook

but the Olympic Delivery Authority

(ODA) has informed us that all

remaining copies of the handbook

have been sent out by first class

post. 

There is a typo on page 10 of the

handbook for tariff 2 and this shows

the start time on Monday to Friday

as 8am instead of 8pm. 

The normal taxi fares, tariffs

and times will apply

throughout these Games and

these are:

• Tariff 1: Monday to Friday

6am–8pm

• Tariff 2: Monday to Friday

8pm–10pm, Saturday and Sunday

6am–10pm

• Tariff 3: Every night 10pm–6am,

public holidays

Preparing London’s roads for

the Games
You may have noticed that signs

and road markings needed for the

Olympic Route Network (ORN)

have begun appearing on London’s

roads. Although these changes are

being made now, the ORN will not

be operational until Wednesday 25

July. An exception to this is the M4

Games Lane which came into

operation on 16 July, as this is

when the athletes, officials and the

world's media began to arrive in

London

The ORN works are taking place

overnight to keep disruption to a

minimum, while other planned road

works on A and B roads in London

have now been suspended to help

keep traffic moving. Roads will stay

open while the changes are being

made, although rolling lane closures

and local diversions will be in place. 

The main works to implement the

ORN will start overnight on 20 July

and other dates to note are:

• 7 July: the flow of traffic in the

Kingsway Tunnel was reversed to

run north to south, it will return to

normal in mid-August

• 16 July: M4 Games Lane came

into operation but licensed taxi

drivers are allowed to use the M4

Games Lane

• 25 July: the rest of the ORN and

Games Lanes come into operation 

You can get daily updates on where

works are scheduled to take place

from the TfL website. We’ll also be

issuing regular updates via Twitter –

follow us at twitter.com/tfltph. 

The full build and implementation

timetable for the ORN and the

Games Lanes are available here. 

Park Lane and Mayfair changes 

Taxi drivers can now stop to pick-

up and set-down passengers on the

southbound side of Park Lane

during the Games and the centre of

the road taxi ranks in Hamilton

Place remain in operation. 

There are restrictions and road

changes in place around Mayfair

but taxi drivers can still stop to pick-

up and drop-off passengers in most

places and local access, including

to pick-up or drop-off residents, is

permitted. Some residents in the

Mayfair area have contacted TfL

and Westminster City Council to ask

if taxis will still be able to drop them

off and pick them up and have been

advised that this will continue to be

allowed throughout the Games. 

Please make sure you pick-up and

drop-off passengers where it is

most convenient for them and safe

and permitted to do so. Where local

access only is permitted there will

normally be stewards present and

drivers should advise the stewards

of the address they are going to, the

passengers name and the pick-up

time if appropriate to be allowed

access.

Dates for your diary
- 21 July: Torch Relay arrives in

London  

- 27 July-12 August: Olympic

Games 

- 29 August-9 September:

Paralympic Games

Useful links 
- GetAheadoftheGames.com –

travel information and advice on

avoiding transport hotspots. 

- tfl.gov.uk/2012 – latest

information on road changes,

including detailed maps.

- london2012.com/taxi-phv – taxi

and private hire Games handbook 

TfL announces measures to
ensure effective taxi service

during the Games   

STOP
PRESS!!!!

17/07/1012 
ALL LICENCED TAXIS

TO HAVE
UNRESTRICTED

ACCESS TO PARK
LANE GAMES LANE

SOUTH BOUND



Eddie Symes call for united
trade support to remove
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In 1991 the Taxi Trade at

Heathrow agreed to pay,

via a levy on the entry

fee, for the Taxi

Information desks to

provide information to

passengers, hopefully to

provide employment for

Taxi drivers unable to

drive due to ill health and

generate work for ALL

Taxi drivers working at

Heathrow. This was

managed by a drivers Co-

operative named HALT.
We are now witnessing the

Taxi Information desks

staffed mainly by non Taxi

drivers stealing our

passengers to provide work

for a CHOSEN FEW drivers

who are bypassing the Taxi

system, NOT Marshals, [You

have all seen them-they are

not Invisible] and using the

facilities that ALL drivers

have to pay for.

This is now managed by a

Limited Company named

HALTS.

HALTS claim that they have

permission to charge fares in

excess of the metered rate.

The LCDC have received

confirmation in July 2012

from TFL that Taxi drivers

accepting any fare that

terminates in the Greater

London Area must set their

meter and if the meter

reading is less than any

Fixed Price quoted the Taxi

driver must reimburse the

passenger the difference.

This especially applies to

Desk jobs walked out to the

Ranks.

Using money from ALL

Heathrow Taxi drivers,

HALTS have created a

Website in an attempt to

generate work at Heathrow.

HALTS have set up a 3 Tier

system at Heathrow to cover

this work, similar to the ones

that allowed cars into the

Taxi Radio Circuits. 

We will call this system 

Gold-Silver-Bronze.

Gold  = Any driver who

signs up to be paid via a

Bank account.

Silver  = Any driver who

signs up to be paid via

Cash up to a week later.

Bronze = Any driver who

has nothing to do with

HALTS Vouchers.

Gold drivers will be given an

I-Phone or Sim Card and will

receive Return Journey

Bookings as well as desk

jobs.

There are currently 50 of

these. There may be more

later.

Silver drivers will NOT

receive Return Bookings.

Bronze drivers will NOT

receive any jobs but will be

expected to pay for the

system.

This is systematic robbery of

our members money.

For many years Tristar Cars

[Private Hire], have, via a

Voucher system, used Taxis,

mainly late at night when

they have been

undermanned. 

HALTS have now taken this

work for their Gold drivers at

the expense of the Night

drivers on the ranks.

Any surplus jobs will be

given to Radio Taxi Circuits,

usually not in the feeder

park.

Staff at Tristar Cars are to

be given training and direct

access to the HALTS

Website.

We believe that if this work

is ONLY going to the Gold

drivers, then ONLY the Gold

drivers should pay for the

facility that generates it.

We intend to ask BAA to

withdraw the 78p levy on the

feeder park entry fee that

HALTS receives as it is not

being used for the benefit of

ALL Taxi drivers at Heathrow.

ALL drivers are subsidising

a Private Company to dictate

where and to whom our work

goes.

In our opinion this is totally

unacceptable.

Taxi Trade Reps will

temporarily man the desks

and all jobs, including c/card

paying ones, will be directed

to the first taxi on the Rank

as they should and used to

be.

ARE YOU PREPARED TO SUPPORT DIRECT ACTION ON THIS ISSUE?

Please TICK and put CabTag number below and return to a HATDU Trade Rep ASAP.

YES -----         NO -----                                                             CabTag ----------------------------



Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

The directors of HALTS are using

the Heathrow Taxi System as if it

is controlled lock, stock and

barrel by their private company.

Heathrow drivers have been

shocked by the revelation that

HALTS has formed business links

with PH company Tristar Cars and

they are demanding to know why

BAA is still paying HALTS £33,000

per month from the gate money.
It’s bad enough that BAA continues to

compel drivers to subsidise HALTS, but

now it seems minicab companies are

trying to jump on the HALTS gravy train.

HALTS is not going to get away with

this brazen show of contempt for the

rights of ordinary Heathrow drivers.

Perhaps HALTS it is deliberately inciting

drivers to have a stoppage and fancies

itself as being big and powerful enough

to win a major showdown at the feeder

park. 

The taxi trade formed the original

HALT Cooperative in 1991 and installed

the taxi information desks in the

terminals. The main purpose of having

the taxi desks is to make sure that

travellers can get proper information on

‘black cabs’ and where they can be

found for immediate hire on the ranks.

Unfortunately, the original HALT Co-op

was hi-jacked by HALTS in 2009. Since

then, the desks have been channelling

work that should be going to the ranks

to HALTS’ office and to a group of

hand-picked drivers who are equipped

with dedicated HALTS i-phones. It was

only a year ago, when HALTS was

promising that HALTS jobs were open

to all Cabtag holders. BAA seems to

have taken a vow of silence over

HALTS’ fixed fare schemes, but

Heathrow’s ranks remain under TfL’s

jurisdiction and TfL insists that drivers

must use their meters for every job into

central London - including HALTS’

voucher jobs. Arrogant HALTS directors

think they are clever enough to ignore

TfL and big enough to take control of

the taxi trade at Heathrow. In reality,

HALTS is a very small player that’s free-

riding on the reputation, capacity and

efficiency of the huge Heathrow taxi

fleet. 

The sale of HALTS prepaid vouchers

at the taxi desks is doing the London

taxi trade more harm than good. It is a

fact passengers who are gullible

enough to buy vouchers at the desks

are being overcharged by as much £20

- £30 for journeys to central London.

The overwhelming majority of drivers

will continue to crush any suggestion

from either HALTS or BAA that the

licensed taxi trade would flourish at

Heathrow if only drivers would agree to

adopt a system of fixed fares. Heathrow

drivers are street wise enough to

recognise that BAA would love a fixed

fare scheme at Heathrow because it

would provide BAA with a substantial

revenue stream. Despite HALTS best

efforts to change a Taxi System that aint

broke, passengers with overpriced

vouchers are being left stranded on the

ranks. At best, a fixed fare scheme is

never going to be supported at

Heathrow by more than a small

percentage of drivers. When HALTS’

contract with BAA runs out in 2014, it’s

almost certain that HALTS will lose its

foothold at Heathrow. HALTS directors

haven’t yet paid for business assets

they removed from the HALT

cooperative in 2009. HALTS will find it

hard to recover from the financial

impact it will undoubtedly suffer when

the time is ripe for the cooperative to

press HALTS for a full financial

settlement. 

Gatwick Airport 

Cab System
When BAA was forced to sell Gatwick

Airport for £1.5 billion to in 2010, the

new owners led by Nigerian

businessman Adebayo Ogunlesi,

inherited the private hire operation that

had been set up by BAA in 2007.

Before the sell-off, BAA had had lot to

say in the press about the allegedly

high quality of Gatwick’s minicab

service. BAA boasted that investment

had been made in new technology for

booking cabs, including the use of

hand-held readers by rank attendants. A

tendering process had been used in

2007 to select a new cab company and

BAA tasked the successful bidder with

making major improvements to the

Gatwick cab service. BAA was anxious

to play a part in setting cab fares and

breaking into the passenger market for

travelling to the airport and not just

away from the airport. There are striking

similarities between the fixed fare

regime that’s been imposed at Gatwick

and HALTS plans for the Heathrow Taxi

System. In fact, the BAA transport

experts who organised Gatwick’s

minicab service between 2007 and

2010 seem to be the same people who

helped to get the latest HALTS’ voucher

scheme off the ground. 

Unite at Gatwick Airport 
Unite the union claims in CTN, that it

is the only taxi trade organisation

capable of dealing with the findings and

recommendations of the Law

Commission. Unite’s claim comes as

something of a surprise if current events

with cabs at Gatwick are anything to go

by. It’s been alleged by Unite that the

Law Commission is determined to blur

the line between taxis and private hire.

But now it seems, Unite is itself doing

some blurring, especially at Gatwick.

Earlier this year, four minicab drivers

were sacked by Airport Cars Gatwick

Ltd. The company said the sacked

drivers were unwilling to work to the

required standard. For some unknown

reason, Unite stepped in and began

trying get the sacked minicab drivers

reinstated. Unite likes to play a

prominent role at Heathrow, so as a

matter of principle why is Unite so keen

to help Gatwick minicab drivers who

see nothing wrong with masquerading

as taxi drivers on Gatwick’s ranks ?

Unite should realise that the Gatwick

minicab drivers who it is so keen to

defend, are content to work under

conditions that would not be acceptable

to London taxi drivers working at

Heathrow. As a related matter of

principle, is Unite prepared to spell out

to BAA Heathrow the importance of

ensuring that Hackney Carriage law

prevails on Heathrow ’s taxi ranks ? 

Quite possibly at some point in the

future, Heathrow drivers may decide of

their own volition to offer passengers a

cap on certain metered fares. Even if

fare capping on the ranks were to

become a commercial necessity ,

meters would not be dispensed with

and drivers would retain the full amount

of every fare. There would be no place

for a HALTS type middleman to make

close contact with passengers or to take

a lion’s share of drivers’ fares. 

Taxi Marshals and Police 
The taxi marshals are unhappy about

the criticism they get from the LCDC.

But to date marshals haven’t been

willing to name who is in charge of them

or who authorises their movements in

and out of the Taxi System. Senior

Police officers at Heathrow are being

pressed by the LCDC to agree or

disagree that the marshals should be

paid an hourly rate to keep minicab

touts out of the passenger terminals,

especially while marshals are working

with well-paid police tout squad officers. 

A special legal framework already

exists under which BAA has to pay the

Met’ for all Heathrow Police officers and

the LCDC can see no reason why the

same legal rules shouldn’t be invoked to

make an arrangement for paying the

marshals. 

BAA’s practice of rewarding the

marshals by allowing them to ignore the

enforceable rules of the Taxi System is

something that Heathrow Police should

openly question, criticise and condemn.

The LCDC will continue to make

enquiries about all aspects, including

financial aspects, of the relationship that

exists between the marshals, the Police

and BAA. 
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On a very wet Monday on the

2nd July 116 golfers took part

in the Charity Golf day

organised on behalf of the

London Taxi Benevolent Fund

For The War Disabled by

Johnny Rowlands at Sundridge

Park Golf Club.
Even though the weather was not

great, nothing could dampen the

spirits of all those who participated

on the day. After a full English

breakfast the golfersmade their way

to the East Corse to play an 18 hole

Stapleford.

The London Cab Drivers Club team

of four were sponsored by Mercedes

Benz /KPM

The course was set up perfectly for

the conditions of the day, not to hard

but more importantly not to easy, a

fair test of golf as the winning score

of 37 points testifies. Three players

finished on that total and we are

pleased to say that LCDC

Committee member Mr Darryl Cox

won the LTBFWD Shield on a count

back of the last three holes!

The golf was followed up by a

super evening meal and a very funny

comedian who had the floor in

stitches on more than one occasion. 

The London Cab Drivers Club

would like to say a big thank you to

Johnny Rowlands for putting

together such a fantastic day, and

would like to urge all you golfers out

there to sign up early for next years

golf day�you will love it.!

Also a very big thank you to

Mercedes Benz / KPM for their

sponsorship of the LCDC team. As

many of you may remember, earlier

this year Mercedes / KPM donated a

cheque of £1,000 to the LTBFWD for

their trip to Arnhem as well as

supplying LCDC Chairman a brand

new Vito taxi to transport some of

the war veterans.

Mercedes Benz  / KPM Sponsor LCDC
To Success 

At Johnny Rowlands Charity Golf Day
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Danny Sullivan and Dave Bower

Darryl Cox and Roy McMaster Darryl Cox and caddie Roy McMaster pick up their prize

Dave Bower, Darryl Cox, Danny Sullivan and James Cox
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Micky Walker

LCDC Member

A CASE FOR CHANGING THE

CURRENT COF

Last month, Steve Buckle made a

very good, impassioned case for

retaining the Condition of Fitness

(COF) “turning circle”

requirement. I would like to offer

an alternative view. I agree with

Steve that the “turning circle” is

very important to us in not only

the “U” turn but also the

additional manoeuverabilty that

allows us to use our skills to

negotiate traffic expertly. Steve

also points up the value of the

“brand” that is the purpose-built

taxi (PBV) but in my opinion he

under-values this aspect to an

extent and also the reduced costs

associated with adapted MPVs

(Alternative), while over-valuing

the “iconic” value of the

traditional PBV.

Relaxing the “turning circle” COF

and introducing another compelling

all first - plate taxis to be black in

colour, while barring any first – plate

Private Hire Vehicle from being black

in colour or any colour that could be

mistaken for black, would do more to

protect our “brand” than the vehicle

does. Our customers have never

known a London without “minicabs”

and so the majority distinguish us

from PH by calling us “black cabs”

anyway. We would be foolish to

resist this “tag” rather than try to

exploit it.  In addition, it would allow

us to use other, more efficient

vehicles and so reduce our costs

that would feed back into tariff

calculations and reduce our fares in

real terms without any loss of profit

to drivers.

The value of our “brand” cannot be

over – emphasised. Branding is not

just advertising a product but is

“differentiating” a product from the

competition products. This is why

companies such as Coca Cola

spend hundreds of millions on

branding their products every year. It

is known as “non-price competition”.

It means competitors do not have to

beat each other down solely on price

and it works. It’s what makes you

walk into a shop and ask for a

“Coke” or “Pepsi” instead of a Cola.

Ah you say, but I prefer the taste to

of other colas. Yes, but that is

because your taste buds have

become accustomed to that

particular cola because you kept

buying that one and there is a very

real difference between the

products. Many people of my

generation still call a vacuum

cleaner a “Hoover”.

It’s no accident that part of the

Addison Lee (AL) strategy to

dominate the PH industry has been

to use a uniform fleet of black, taxi

look –a-like MPVs. It has worked.

Many customers I speak to now

consider AL to be “taxis”. They are

seen by many as not only a distinct

“taxi” service from us but also from

PH. They have become a middle-tier

between the two. It is no accident

because their boss, Griffin,

continually calls AL a “taxi” firm in

the media.

The advent of the Vito will also be

the death-knell of the vehicle

“brand”. If current trends continue, it

will not be long one before a third of

the fleet are Vitos and the Vito looks

more like Private Hire Vehicle (PHV)

than it does the LTI/LTC vehicles.

Thanks to the advice of TFLs

Surface Transport Panel(STC), on

which sat and still sits, the former

LTDA General Secretary, the only

thing stopping the use of a Vito taxi

as a PHV is the hire sign and KPMs

current reluctance to sell to the PH

trade. The STC suggested that

London PH drivers that wanted to

have a “driver shield” could use one

of the many “alternative” taxis on the

market, including the Vito.

Those that argue that it the “hire

light” that distinguishes a taxi are

only partly correct. This is true of a

customer trying to hail a cab.  That

is not “branding” though. The

branding is the effect on people

going about their business on the

street and noticing taxis going about

their business and that brand

standing for trustworthy,

knowledgeable, skilful drivers going

about their business. On this level,

having taxis and PHVs that

outwardly look no different to each

other dilutes our brand and image –

our distinction.

In any case, if LTC (LTI) continually

lost money when they were a

monopoly, there is a very good

chance that they will be unable to

continue producing the PBV with

only 2/3rds of the market. Even if

they do, once KPMs patent rights on

the Vito’s Rear-Wheel Steer expires,

other “alternative” producers will be

able to replicate the technology

relatively cheaply and enter the

market, driving down LTCs share

even further. The day may not be too

far in coming when LTC either leave

the market or remain as an

“alternative” producer themselves.

The cost implications of relaxing

the “turning circle” COF are

significant. If the E7 were licenced in

London, the cost of a new vehicle

drops by £8,000 immediately. That

also means HP interest on the

vehicle also drops significantly. The

tariff formula also allows for the re-

selling of a new vehicle twice more,

along with the attendant loan interest

on the purchases. Even spread over

15 years this is significant.

There is an argument that vehicles

like the E7 will not last 15 years as a

London taxi. Well, nor will the TX. As

it is, only 80% of Fairways and TX1

have/will make it to a 15th plate and

if anybody wants to wager that 80%

of TX2s and early TX4s will make it

to 15 plates, please leave your

details with the LCDC office. In any

case, the 15 year rule is not set in

stone and Boris reserved the right to

review it. There are already local

councillors calling for a reduction to

a 10 year limit. Our argument is not

helped by driving 2.5 ton, gas –

guzzling, tractors.

In addition, the service intervals are

longer on the E7 and the

maintenance is cheaper. Even tyres

last a lot longer when not sitting on

top of 2.5 ton of vehicle.

The real clincher though is the fuel

consumption. The fuel consumption

figures claimed by the E7 are more

than 20% lower. Using my own fuel:

takings ratio (I never drive a cab

more than 4 years old), fuel savings

alone would be sufficient to reduce

my fares by 3% without losing any

profit.  While my main argument is

based on not having to compete on

price, it does not mean that price

does not enter the equation.

Currently, we often discount our

price. From radio circuits offering

more and more fixed price work to

street customers asking for a price.

Then we have the apps. For

instance, Hailo charge the driver

rather than the customer and so the

driver effectively gives the Hailo

customer a 10% discount and that is

without the cost of running to a job

and possibly waiting outside for five

minutes without the meter on. Tariff

reduction via reduced running costs

does not affect a driver’s profit

margins while discounting does. If

we can reduce the tariff in this way

there will be less need to discount

fares.

We must also accept that fuel is not

going to get any cheaper. As oil

stocks reduce and environmental

concerns gain ground the price of

petrol and diesel is going to continue

to increase, even if we see some

temporary falls. Nor can the small,

PBV market sustain the level of

research and development that the

mainstream vehicle producers are

engaging in. The TX4 is a long way

behind such things as “blue motion”

and “hybrid” technologies, will

continue to lose pace and we will

become less competitive and the

environment lobby voice against us

will grow louder.

Most of us would probably love to

keep the traditional taxi if it was still

fit for purpose but unfortunately, it

isn’t. We need to rid ourselves of the

shackle that is an uncompetitive

vehicle and maintain our brand by

having a uniform colour to

distinguish us from PHVs. We need

modern vehicles that are cheaper to

run but still distinguishable from the

opposition. Cheaper fares without

loss of profit, and the strengthening

of our “brand”, along with getting the

environmental lobby off our backs.

What do we have to lose?

Walker on the March....



By Mike Hedges 

- Unite The Union

On Tuesday 10th July hundreds

of taxi drivers joined Unite Cab

Section’s lobby of parliament

against the Law Commission’s

proposals to change taxi and

private hire law. The LCDC and

the LTDA joined Unite on the

lobby showing that the United

Trade Group in London is united

in its opposition to the

proposals. Over 20 Mp’s

attended the lobby, speaking in

support of the taxi trade’s

opposition. The MP’s came from

every part of Britain and

included Maria Eagle MP,

Shadow Transport Minister and

her transport team. 

Maria suggested that we should

pressurise Norman Baker MP, the

Minister responsible for the taxi trade,

to stop the Law Commission’s

consultation, currently taking place,

and instead adopt the Transport

Select Committee’s recommendations

into amending taxi and private hire

legislation. She fully engaged with taxi

drivers in the meeting as did Louise

Ellman MP, the Transport Select

Committee Chair. After the Lobby,

drivers felt that the campaign was

making significant progress and were

already making preparations for the

next stage of the campaign, which is

to obtain thousands of signatures on a

petition against the Law Commission.

So why are we so opposed to the

Law Commission? Firstly London is

included in these proposals, ending

London’s isolation from the rest of the

country with regards to taxi and

private hire legislation. Although there

are no proposals to end the two tier

system that currently operates, there

is a lot to be worried about. The law

separating yellow and green badge

drivers will be repealed so it will be up

to LPTH to introduce a new way of

separating yellow and green badge.

They suggest having part time taxi

licenses, which could be used at peak

time in the future. If they are peak

time, then by definition they will have

lower standards. Private hire will be

organised at the minimum standard

on a national basis, although they will

still be licensed by a local authority.

This means that drivers and vehicles

not licensed by LTPH could work in

London. The Law Commission doesn’t

say how this will be enforced. For

minicabs, LTPH will have no powers

to set standards any higher than the

national standard that will be set by

the government. This standard will be

as low as possible and will comprise a

CRB and medical for drivers and one

MOT for vehicles. LTPH will not be

able to set age limits for minicabs, taxi

age limits will stay, set standards for

vehicles or make any other changes

to the national minicab standards. It

will be unenforceable.

Outside of London any restrictions to

taxi numbers will go, leading to a race

to the bottom in standards. This must

affect London in the long term, putting

pressure on the knowledge. That is

why Unite was so pleased to get the

support of the LCDC at the lobby last

week. It is only by us standing

together that we can change taxi and

private hire law the way we want

rather than letting the Law

Commission destroy us.  
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United trade group lobby parliament
over Law Commission

Sources from within the Mayors

Office have informed the LCDC

that the combined might of the

Private Hire Industry Including

Steve Wright of the LPHCA and

also John Griffin have written to

the Mayor seeking to have Mr

Mason removed from his position

at LT&PH.
It seems that the Private Hire Industry

are now up in arms over the new

regulations and legislation that John

Mason and Helen Chapman are

bringing in to tighten up how

Satellite Offices are being run as a

result of the Private hire Consultation. I

find it odd why the Private Hire Trade

never wrote to the last Mayor asking for

Ed Thompson and Mary Dowdye to

both  be removed from their posts��.I

wonder why?

Recently TFL have acted swiftly in

going to court and gaining an Injunction

against Addison lee for their bus lane

escapade and since then TFL have

won a major victory against John

Griffin. In the upcoming Law

Commission Consultation LT&PH are

asking for greater powers in dealing

with touts and also for harsher

sentences to be passed down by the

courts to the offenders.

At a recent Private Hire AGM there

were calls from within the hall to water

down the rules and regulations

concerning Satellite Offices and arguing

why they could not go back to the “

Good Old Days”. 

For many of us in the licensed trade

we have felt for a long time on

occasions that John and Helen were

simply not doing enough against the

private hire trade in clamping down on

their activities, but now for the Bigwigs

of the minicab world to be calling for

John and Helens head, maybe, just

maybe LT&PH are getting it spot on?

Also following on from last months

edition the LCDC will be taking the Law

Commission Out on the streets to show

them what is really going on in the

Capital.

Private Hire Trade calls 
for John Mason’s head!

John Griffin - Addison Lee Steve Wright - Chairman of the

London Private Hire Association

John Mason 

- Head of LT& PH

Grant Davis, Mike Hedges, and Steve

Macnamara at House of Commons
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Abridge golf club this year is

hosting The Open

Championship qualifying

tournament. What better way

for them to prepare the

course for this event, than to

invite 45 bozos, chimps,

hackers & bandits the week

before on the TLC Cabup Golf

Society day.
We were blessed with what

seemed like the 3rd day of

sunshine this year and the greens

were running Usain Bolt fast. The

course was playing difficult with

stableford scores across the board

being lower than average. APART

FROM @CabbyGary, Gary

Williams, who ripped the course to

shreds scoring 47pts (Forty

Seven!) from his lofty HC of 21 to

win the trophy. @Muzcab, Marc

Rose (On his home course!) came

second with 37pts and @MikeInns

came 3rd with 36. The dreaded

wooden spoon of mediocrity was

won by @HeadlongCabbie, Kevin

Portch with a haul of 17pts.

A special mention must be made

to @Paulie21832, Paul Simons,

who received a special award for

being very trying (sorry I mean

trying very hard!) by doubling his

points tally from last time.

There was also a new award, The

Ian Poulter Award for Crimes

against Fashion with a bottle of

Champagne for the winner. The

Hot favourite going in to the day

Elliot Patterson who ruled himself

out of this award by obviously

taking style tips from TLC’s Gok

Wan, @TomosTaxi (Peter

Thomson, Mr. Beige). Notable

participants were @3offTheT,

Michael Hennessey who played

even though he was obviously

caught up in some explosion at a

jam factory. @JonF_London, Jon

Farrow, who came dressed in

bright red like Tiger Woods, kinky

suspenders & all and

@SimonMFCKelly who came as a

sunburnt Zebra. But the winner,

was @The Piscean64, Kingsley

Bucchan, who came dressed as

Rod Jane & Freddy from Rainbow.

Well done Kingsley.

The day was a resounding

success, enjoyed by all, and many

thanks on behalf of everyone, go to

the committee for organizing a

superb day out. The much

anticipated next event is at West

Malling on the 24th July. If you

wish to book a space, contact TLC

Golf at
TLCGolfSociety@Gmail.com
or you can send a tweet to
Mark Morris at @Markthecab.
All are welcome. See you there.

We have just recently got a

few PCN's into the office

showing drivers doing a

right turn at Moorgate into

South Place. The City of

London's camera vehicle

plots up in Ropemaker

Street and waits for

unsuspecting drivers to turn

right. On the PCN it shows a

couple of pictures, one

showing your vehicle and

one of a no right hand turn

sign that is on the floor. 
The picture of the sign is time

stamped and all the PCN's are

showing at least a hour

difference from the alleged

contravention. There is no

photographic evidence that the

sign was there when the right

turn was made. And what is more

alarming is that when i phoned

the COL to speak to someone i

was told that they have many

pictures of the no right hand turn

sign at Moorgate and on the

grounds of PROBABILITY, the

sign was probably there. So COL

have now moved the goalposts

on issuing tickets, to the grounds

of probability. When i asked can

they provide a picture of the

vehicle and alleged contravention

taking place they refused to

answer. So I then asked if the

could issue me with three PCN's

on the ground that they will

probably catch me in the future.

We are taking these PCN's to

PATA's and will notify you how

we get on, this is so wrong on

many grounds. It a shame the

COL don't show as much

diligence to there night time

patrols regarding licenced mini

cabs ranking up and plying for

fire up and down Leadenhall

Street. They are ranking nearly

as far back to the Aldgate one

way system on most nights whilst

waiting for jobs from Abacus. The

very same venue that has had

there operators licence taken

away from them twice in the last

year and we are still awaiting the

outcome from the second

suspension after they got there

licence back on a technicality.         

PCN on grounds of probability!

TLC Cabup Golf Society

L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS

Welcome back Mr Spoon

Beware of no right turn 
at Moorgate and 

South Place
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Tony McGrady asks: Is a Mercedes Vito a
London Taxi or a private hire vehicle...or both?

CASH PAID FOR ALL TXII’s & TX4’s

Retail & Fleet Sales

Finance Packages

1,2 & 3 Year Warranty Available

Servicing by an LTC Service agent

London Taxi Sales Ltd
Looking to BUY or SELL a TX2 or TX4

By Tony McGrady

-LCDC Member

When John Mason was appointed

as the new director of London Taxi

and Private Hire (LTPH) it was safe

to say that the majority of the trade

was full of optimism hoping Mr.

Mason would enforce the Law and

Legislation that governs the Taxi &

Private Hire industries to the letter of

the law.
However, it is becoming very clear that

this is not the case, we still have lines of

Private Hire Vehicles illegally ranking up

and plying for hire outside most venues in

London without any threat of prosecution

from Safer Transport Command(STC) that

works in partnership with (LTPH) when they

are trying to arrest law abiding taxi drivers

for illegally plying for hire.

I have been campaigning for some time

now for Mr. Mason the director of (LTPH) to

enforce (PHV) Legislation and put a end to

PH industry being able to license the

Mercedes Vito & Viano for PH use in

London, because the Vito is now a licensed

Hackney Carriage Vehicle that can ply for

hire in London, a (TAXI), Mr. Mason as

totally refused, even when it was included

in the PH consultation he refused again

stating that their was no evidence to prove

that the public was confused between the

two sets of vehicles.

So I submitted a Freedom of information

request (FOI) to Transport for London (TFL)

asking if the Private Hire Industry could

license a Taxi for Private Hire Use in

London.

Their reply was : No PH vehicle can be

licensed under Section 7(London PHV

licenses), part (2)(a)(iii) of The Private Hire

Vehicles (London) Act 1998 states that:

The Secretary of State shall grant a London

PHV license for a vehicle if he is satisfied

that the vehicle is not of such design and

appearance as would lead any person to

believe that the vehicle is a London cab  .

As such, black cabs can not be licensed for

private hire use by private hire drivers in

London.

Happy with the response we than ask in

another (FOI) request submitted to (TFL).

That if it's was legal for(LTPH) to license a

Mercedes Vito for Private Hire use in

London when the Mercedes Vito is a TAXI

(black cab)?

And can you also supply me with all the

name of employees that help you come to

your reply, because it will be presented to

the Law Commission for evidence for the

London Cab Drivers Club.

(TFL) asked (LTPH) to supply the

information to both of the (FOI) we request,

to say we were shocked by the reply is an

under statement 

Their reply was “The London Vito Taxi is a

model of vehicle produced by a company

called One80 in Coventry.  Albeit that this

taxi model is derived from a Mercedes Vito

base model, this vehicle has undergone a

secondary manufacturing and approval

process and is designed, manufactured

and certified by the Vehicle Certification

Agency in the UK as meeting all European

type approval and manufacturing standards

and is now designated as a taxi model”.

The Mercedes Vito Taxi has all the

identifiable features of a London taxi

which maintain it’s distinctiveness

from other vehicles in use in the city,

these features include, but are not

limited to:

• High visibility roof top illuminated

taxi sign (connected to the operation

of the taximeter)

•  Illuminated taxi lamps at the

nearside front window (connected to

the operation of the taximeter)

• Taxi meter

• Internal and external license plates

• Partition screen separating the

driver from the passengers

•  Wheelchair accessibility (including

wheelchair ramp and securing

equipment)

• High visibility strips on the seats

and other areas within the

passenger area of the taxi

•  Intercom system between the

passenger and driver compartments.

The above features very clearly

show that the design and

appearance of the licensed taxis

plying for hire as taxis and vehicle

models operating as PHV’s in

London are quite distinct and not

likely to cause confusion to

members of the travelling public.
I found this reply very strange to say the

least, when we asked (LTPH) in a

Compliance meeting, that if we removed

the hire light and the plate from the back of

a LTI TX model Taxi would they license it

for PH use in London," they said certainly

not because it was a taxi" well we nearly fell

about the floor laughing. But they couldn't

see it, that’s it's the same, and their was no

need to say that we would remove the

Partition screen separating the driver from

the passengers as well, because Mr.

Mason as signed of legislation allowing to

have a partition in a PH Vito’s ,what was

even more laughable when the deputy

director 

Helen Chapman said at our AGM that the

legislation in question only applied to the

iconic style Taxi, really Helen???
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Life in London

What is the difference

between illegal and immoral

and can the morality of

something out weigh it's

legality?
Questions I have found myself

asking since the furore around

Jimmy Carrs tax avoidance

scheme was made public.

Let's get this straight, he has

done nothing wrong. I certainly do

not go to my accountant and say

"please find me a way to pay more

tax" 

Accountants are judged as good if

they find new ingenious and legal

ways people can keep their money.

So we are left with is morality-

even there I think my compass

may be off. How can Jimmy be

compared with MPs who had their

noses in the trough? This really

about envy. envy that he has an

accountant envy that he is getting

paid so much money and envy that

he has found a way to hold on to

it.

We need to be very careful about

this kind of coverage because I

can see where it is going. We now

hear share holders being given

more rights to block th multi million

pound payouts to chief executives.

Presumably there must bee a n

achieved target in place making

said chief exec worthy of this

payout

If we carry on moralising through

envy we may get the captains of

industry we deserve

Se AVB has been confirmed as

the new boss of Tottenham

Hotspur.

Is it me or does anyone else

disaster on the horizon? Haven't

we been here before. Sexy young

continental coach replaces dour

old fashioned manager who had

previously been incredibly

successful. Crept last time it was

that guy who now looks after

Fulham and Senior Ramos. What

are the odds that AVB's man

management skills will again be

called into question. Harry will be

a tough act to follow. I hope I am

wrong though because at their

best Spurs played beautiful

football last year. You just sense

that if there were one premiership

team which was cursed with bad

luck it would indeed be Spurs.

bring it on!! have just heard that

Sylvia Krystal is battling for her life

after suffering a stroke.  The

heavy smoking star of the

Emmanuelle series of films has

also had bouts of cancer is said to

be "very poorly" I am sure you

cabbies of a certain age in wishing

her the best as you will well

remember how in the old days she

gave our spirits a lift.

Lastly be careful when those

yanks get here for the Olympics.

Some of them are lets say. Umm

gullible. A US government body

felt it necessary to officially state

that there have been no confirmed

sightings of Mermaids. I will buy a

drink for the cabby who pulls off

the best practical. 

Eddie Nestor 

BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 

RumShop: Fridays from 10pm 

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black

Manchester United Redcast

by Sexy Eddie Nestor
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By Stephen Buckle

-LCDC Member

Following on from the

revelation in Taxi that the

other iconic British taxi

brand is to make a reprise

on London's streets sooner

rather than later, a few

comments:  The LCDC will

be especially pleased to

support this extra choice

for drivers since it was

from the Metrocab club

that today's LCDC was

born.  
Investors will only design and

manufacture a specialist vehicle

if there is reasonable chance of

recoupment, the financial risk is

enormous.  What’s certain is

that allowing Peugeot and the

multitude of other partitioned

MPV’s into the London taxi

trade will seriously risk the loss

of two bespoke (low-volume)

British manufactures London

Taxi Company and Frazer-Nash

along with our reputation and

British jobs.  It is not the time to

mince words on this matter,

Peugeot have absolutely no

interest in your reputation,

earnings, British manufacturing

and the World status of the

legendary London taxi service. 

They are solely looking at the

easy pickings of selling to the

not-so-savvy members of our

trade.  Saving a few bob in the

short term by allowing any

vehicle as a London cab would

be disastrous for our industry

and make us private hire's

laughing stock, a spectacular

own goal [The Badge June

2012].  There’s soon to be a

choice of three excellent

vehicles so drivers should unite

as a trade and make it clear to

TfL and any court proceedings

brought by Peugeot that the U-

turn is an essential element of

brand, reputation, earnings and

accessibility for passengers.  

Better still, since London is

failing to meet its internationally

agreed pollution reductions

there might be incentives from

TfL to embrace this 21st

century technology from Frazer-

Nash, who knows?   The Badge

will be informing you as soon

as there is accurate official

information on vehicles for sale

and a launch date.

Manufacturers hold back on

announcements until there is

availability of tried and tested

product, so avoiding the

accusation of selling 'virtual

products' ..and a lot of

inaccurate hot air!  But on this

occasion The Badge can

definitely say it will be a case of

'move over darlings' to LTC and

Mercedes.  

London is soon to host a

World first in green taxi design

which is brilliant news for the

Hackney Carriage profession

so a big, if not premature, thank

you to all at Frazer-Nash who,

along with the iconic Bristol

Cars, are a division of KamKorp

– not Proton [Taxi #272].

Green credentials on the horizon

By Danny Sullivan 

- LCDC Compliance Officer

I attended the Compliance meeting

last week hoping for an update to a

list of questions which I had sent

to LT&PH: 

This is a an update to my

questions:

Soho Touts
It seems that Soho has once again

become a tout heaven. Apparently the

problem at Soho is that the touts

recognise the LT&PH compliance officers

as they walk around and actually say

hello to the officers whilst they are on

duty. I am not quite sure why this should

lead to a lack of enforcement, but

according to Ms Chapman this hinders

their ability to uphold the law.!

Clapham High Street
Every taxi driver who works nights will no

doubt be aware that Clapham High Street

is completely out of control. It is a free for

all for mini cab drivers and clipboard

Johnnies alike who see

every one at Clapham

High Street as fair

game to be touted

whilst our members

who stop to pick up

are being issued

PCN notices by

Lambeth council for

stopping in the middle of the road

as we can not pull over to the side of the

kerb due to the lines of mini cabs.

Recently Helen Chapman attended

Clapham High Street on a fact finding

mission with the Law Commission only to

be touted herself.!

Forged Identifiers
The number of drivers who have been

caught using forged Identifiers / licences /

badges have know risen to 23. Some are

suburban drivers but more alarming is

that some of the drivers do not even hold

a valid drivers licence. After the effort the

LCDC put in to introduce the Identifiers,

One can only hope that LT&PH now use

the full force of their powers to revoke all

Licensed taxi drivers found guilty of using

forged Identifiers forthwith.

The ( Non ) - LT&PH
COMPLIANCE REPORT
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It has been eight years since Batman

vanished into the night, turning, in

that instant, from hero to fugitive.

But everything will change with the

arrival of a cunning cat burglar with

a mysterious agenda. Far more

dangerous is the emergence of

Bane, a masked terrorist whose

ruthless plans for Gotham City drive

Bruce out of his self-imposed exile.

But even if he dons the cape and

cowl again, Batman may be no

match for Bane...
The third and final Christopher Nolan

Batman film is here at last and clocks at an

almost 3 hour running time. Christian Bale

really gets to shine in his most fully rounded

performance as the orphaned billionaire

with a dark outlook, as do series regulars

Michael Caine, Morgan Freeman and Gary

Oldman. Tom Hardy looks like he could do

some damage (and does) plus Anne

Hathaway looks great in her outfit and

seems to be having a good time just being

in the film.

This last film in Nolan's trilogy falls over

itself to dot several i's and cross several t's

on the long way to the finale. This may be

the darkest and depressing summer

popcorn movie so far and is definitely not

recommend for younger children. It's quite a

beast of a film, but, given the current trend,

you can bet they will reboot the series again

and we’ll watch the same characters right

from the start. Perhaps in the old Adam

West style? Kapow! 

The Dark Knight Rises (12A)

GREEN LIGHT

RED – Stop, don’t bother

wasting your money

AMBER – It’s alright, go 

if you want. Or wait for the

DVD 

GREEN – Put your foot

down, go and see it.

Film 2012 
by Norman Barry

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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Coachline Taxis say farewell 
to London taxi trade

Coachline Taxis Ltd.
It is with much regret that we have decided to close our business after over 30 years of trading.
We will cease trading on 10th August 2012 all warranty work will be undertaken until 10th August 2012. 
We would like to thank all of our customers for their business over the past 32 years and also to apologise to
you if this causes any inconvenience.
We would especially like to thank the fleet and owner drivers that have been loyal to us over the past years
some of you have been there from the start back in September 1980 when we opened.
Buckingham’s has some driver seats stored if you would like to collect your seat please contact us on
Buckingham’s phone number 020 7701 2701 with your invoice if seats stored are not collected by the 10th
August 2012 they will be disposed of.
We will of course continue to service and maintain your taxi for you until we close.
Once again thank you for your loyal and valued custom.

Yours sincerely 
Richard, Derek and all the team at Coachline 
Good luck for the future.
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THE LAST words that David Haye

heard as a boxer are never far from

his thoughts: "You will always be a

loser." It was Wladimir Klitschko

talking and it was inevitable that

Haye's retirement last October

would not last.
In July 2011, Haye was limping away

from a press conference, his damaged toe

an angry reminder of his failure in the ring,

when world heavyweight champion

Klitschko uttered the footnote – excuse the

pun – to a career that fell short.

This Saturday's fight against Dereck

Chisora at Upton Park is about redemption

for Haye in a business that saw him flirt

with greatness before the awful night last

summer in Hamburg. It was back in

Germany in February that the pair grappled

at a post-fight conference. It was a vicious

sideshow but it is not the sole reason for

Saturday's contest, a fight so wrapped in

excessive nonsense about its legality that

people have forgotten it is a terrific match.

It is legal, it is valid and the fans want it.

Haye needed to fight to clear his name,

which is something he denies, and in

Chisora, a fighter who has divided experts

and casuals like no fighter since Joe

Bugner in the Seventies, he found an

equally desperate participant in the

redemption stakes. The pair had their

scuffle on 18 February, Saturday's fight

was announced on 8 May and it strikes me

Haye has been euphoric ever since.

Back in February, an hour after Chisora

arrived on the world scene by pushing Vitali

Klitschko for 12 furious rounds, it was the

toe that started the chain of events that will

end on Saturday night. "David," Chisora

asked Haye at the conference. "How is

your toe?" It gave a few people a cheap

chuckle but there was nothing that Haye

could say, nowhere he could go. Chisora

had been brilliant against Vitali and Haye,

with his swollen toe memory still raw was

fuming. The rest has been heavily

documented; 40 million have seen images

online of the flashbulb chaos.

"David is a drama queen," said Chisora at

the start of this week. "He is sounding

desperate and he will never be able to get

over the fact that he used a toe as an

excuse for losing a world heavyweight title."

Chisora has a crazy side and his funny

and offensive antics are impressive. He

once weighed in wearing just his

underpants and, as eyebrows were raised,

he removed a large pair of socks from his

pants. He likes weigh-ins, having kissed

one fighter on the lips and slapped Vitali at

another. He was fined for biting a boxer –

he was bored and it was a joke – during a

fight and he spat at Wladimir. However, he

can fight, something that is being ignored in

the build-up, with Haye simply dismissing

him as "stupid".

Since Haye last fought, Chisora has been

in the ring four times. One was an easy,

six-round win against a roly-poly

journeyman but the other three tell the real

story; it is a story that the cabal of the

overly defensive – some might say

paranoid – men and women surrounding

Haye appear to have overlooked.

Chisora has fought 36 rounds in a trio

of very different title fights in just 12

months, developing rapidly from a novice

with just 14 fights, a bit of spare flesh

and an acknowledged lack of focus into

a man capable of giving Vitali his

toughest fight for a decade. In the same

12 months, Haye has floated from red

carpet to first-class lounge, never far

from some wag asking him about his toe;

the memory of his glory nights fading

with every quip.

Haye won world titles at two weights,

made millions, did it his way and can be

thrilling to watch. Chisora defied the odds

against Vitali Klitschko and has the style

to beat Haye. They hate each other and

the winner will make millions against one

of the Klitschko brothers. How is this not

a great fight?

Love boxing... Love Buncey

BOXNATION

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

He was a six to one underdog, in

one of those situations where by

and large, beyond his family, nobody

expected Danny Garcia of Philly to

beat the Brit Amir Khan in their

junior welterweight title

consolidation showdown Saturday

night in Las Vegas. 
Ah. This is we why consistently must

remind ourselves that this sport is the

theater of the unexpected. What looks like

one thing on paper can look very different in

the ring, where flying fists jumble neurons,

and turn the best laid plans of promoters

into confetti. 

Garcia, age 24, got at Khan's Achilles

heel, which is his chin, or more specifically,

his ability to take a punch. 

He sent the 25-year-old, who was in the

mix to win a Floyd Mayweather fight lotto

ticket, down to the mat in the third round.

Khan was saved by the bell, and soldiered

on, showing a heaping helping of heart. But

Garcia had him down two more times in

Round Four. After the second knockdown,

referee Kenny Bayless looked into Khan's

eye, and halted the scrap. The winner was

Danny Garcia via TKO. 

Paulie Malignaggi called the fight on BBC

radio and checked in with NYFightBlog after

the upset. "I thought both guys boxed their

fight," he said. "Sometimes styles make

fights and this is a case of that. Danny was

punching with Amir. He knew he couldn't

match handspeed with him, but he knew he

could time him jumping in." That's what

Garcia was doing from the opening bell, the

WBA welter champ told me. He kept at that

game plan even after it wasn't working all

that well. "That shows mental character and

strength because Amir was kicking his ass

in that time," he said. 

Khan boxed super smartly when he met

Malignaggi on May 15, 2010. Khan won by

TKO in NYC. Why didn't he use the same

tactics versus Garcia? 

"He has the same problem most have

when they see you are hittable. He

increases the offense. Most trainers (Khan's

is Freddie Roach, seen as a "pro offense"

coach) encourage that anyway. I was not

easy to hit. They knew I was slick. So, Khan

knew to break me down. So, he was patient

and it worked like a charm. He should fight

like that all the time." 

What 
now for
King Khan?
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Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for £56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

CLUB CLASS 
PACKAGE

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Piece of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW AIRPORT
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport

working hard on the 

trades behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint

Ranks committee working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “ Cab 

Trades “ reaction. The 

Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with

the Mayors Office, TFL ,

LTPH, Corporation Of 

London, BAA, and all Local

Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 

your badge and bill due to

your health? As a member 

of the Club, we can 

alleviate the stress by 

dealing with the 

authorities on your behalf.
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0208 732 5525

Also at Devonshire House Stanmore HA7 IJ8

Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax

London Taxi Hire

TXI  TXII  TX4s
Great cabs, great prices

Call Dave 07817 458 5657



C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

�Overhauls
�Servicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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URGENT
WITNESS FOR ACCIDENT

DATE: 13th April 2012 

TIME: 1.30AM

VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD

& WARWICK WAY

ANY WITNESSES 

PLEASE CONTACT LCDC 

ON 0207 3945553

For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£7.50 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£9.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857

72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES
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